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Company: Turbot Enterprise

Location: Australia

Category: other-general

Locations: Australia, India, United Kingdom, United States;100% remote Learn with the best -

Collaborate closely with a small team of world-class engineers. Leave your ego at the door -

Our top engineers do architecture, coding, and bug fixing. Uncap your potential - Your

personal growth is our priority, see how far you can go! To learn more about what it's like to be

a part of the Turbot team, please visithere ! Responsibilities As a Software Engineer, you

will be a Cloud, DevOps, and Turbot subject-matter expert delivering highly scalable, reliable,

and elegant software for the cloud. Responsibilities will span; 

Hands-on development of our Turbot and/or Steampipe products. Leading a technical work

stream within the broader Product team's quarterly cadence cycles. Building products that

are simple for customers to adopt and use. Working with customers to solve problems;

whether by providing awareness of functionality, resolving issues, or delivering enhancements

and new features. Within a team; developing for, supporting, and maintaining a 24/7

production environment. Who You Are Expert in multiple software domains (but know

enough to know that you don't know it all). An engineer who can recognize and resolve key

trade-off decisions in design and execution. Passionate and focused on the end-to-end

customer experience. A collaborator who enjoys working as part of a global team. Someone

with a strong delivery mindset who likes to get work done. Enthusiastic and proactive,

with a proven ability to solve problems. Understanding of well-architected cloud

architecture and distributed systems. Experience with operational processes (supporting

customers on a product/service). 7+ years of programming experience. 4-year degree in

Information Technology, Computer Science, Computer Engineering, or Electronics and
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Communication Engineering (viewed favorably). Excellent communication skills with a

range of stakeholders, and a video-conferencing natural.

#LI-DNI

Which development tool can't you live without, and why should we use it at Turbot?* Are

you comfortable working in a fully remote setting?* 

Do you have a minimum of seven years of experience of programming experience?* 

Are you willing to undergo a background check, in accordance with local law/regulations?* 
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